
SUITABILITY AND PERSONNEL DIAGNOSTICS 
individually tailored to your company

company.scan
We consider each company on an individual basis and can tailor each scan to your needs. To do this, we program an Analysis 
of Competence or an Analysis of Potential based on your specific requirements. Upon request, we can store your individual 
benchmarks and your corporate design.
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company.scan

What we offer

• Adaptation of all scan-processes to the specific requirements of your company
• Use of individually defined competencies
• Storage of individual benchmarks
• Adaptation to the respective corporate design of the company

What you get

A validated procedure with your own benchmarks & competencies:  By adapting our scans to compa-
ny-specific requirements, you can set your own standard. In doing so, we store your own competencies 
or benchmarks in our Analyses of Competence or Analyses of Potential, so that the right candidates can 
be found in the selection process, or existing employees benefit from targeted continuing development in 
accordance with the standards.

Adaptation to the usual corporate design: This creates a familiar atmosphere and increases  employees’ 
identification with their own company.

Building confidence from the outset: Branding in the selection process with the use of branded scan-pro-
cesses creates recognition, which can engender trust on the part of (potential) employees.

Personal development as added value: The corporate design visually conveys what the company  
stands for. Personality development can thus flow into the brand image as added value and as a message – 
supported by the branded scans and reports of results.

What else we can offer

Increase in employee loyalty through your own personnel development measures: We are happy to 
support you in addition to Analyses of Potential driven by individual development needs, customized training 
or coaching.

Each scan can be individually tailored to the needs of your company. According to these 
specific requirements, we program an Analysis of Competence or an Analysis of Potential.


